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Are Ebay reviews trustworthy?
So, I just recently started looking at EBay. Before, my entire perception of eBa

y was predisposed to thinking everything is a scam, it doesn&#39;t work, or it&#

39;s overall just awful. But, I started looking around, and I am filled with cur

iosity.
One of my biggest concerns is that sellers and products pretty much always have 

very high positive feedback. Why is this? On amazon that I use a lot, the averag

e rating is probably like 4.2/5 or something. But on eBay, I see 100% all the ti

me for people with tons of reviews. Can eBay reviews easily be totally faked? Ho

w do I know what is actually real? I just want to know if you guys think reviews

 are reliable on eBay?
Also, how do reviews of products work? I&#39;be seen single amount items being s

old by an individual on the page with the same reviews as those from another sel

ler, which seems sort of confusing to me since the product being sold is not the

 one that there are reviews there for.
No eBay reviews can&#39;t be faked. I have over 1100 positive feedback and only 

a small percent actually leave me feedback. But why would I have bad reviews. I 

am honest. I ship fast. I take lots of photos. My customers are happy. Too many 

negatives I would lose my account. Maybe Amazon needs to ban crappy sellers if t
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What is the Crown Casino dress code?
The minimum dress standard for the Casino is neat casual and footwear is require

d at all times.
 Crown Perth reserves the right to apply discretion in maintaining these dress s

tandards and may refuse entry or service to, or request a guest to leave, where 

they do not meet the required standard.
untidy, torn or soiled clothing or footwear, not including fashionably ripped je

ans, where the torn fabric is not excessive
clothing or accessories that present a security risk or health and safety hazard

;
clothing, accessories or visible body markings bearing patches, logos or insigni

a which indicate membership of, or association with, any Outlaw Motorcycle Gang;

 and
large bags, briefcases, suitcases, laptops or similar items are not permitted in

 the Casino but may be stored in guest lockers;
For further information regarding the Casino dress standards please call Crown P

erth&#39;s Dress Smart Information Line on +61 89362 7693.
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